
INTEGRATION RESPONSIVENESS GRID ON FIRM STRATEGIES

Introduction1 The integration-responsiveness framework is one of the most .. Examples for companies to follow a global
standardization strategy are e.g. HP.

In most cases it remains unclear what precisely are the variables that constitute a particular strategy type and
how they are measured. In the remainder of the paper we will therefore use the more neutral term cross-border
integration and use the terms global or regional integration as specific forms of cross-border integration. Roth
and Morisson could empirically demonstrate that in businesses that require a strong global integration
strategy, some firms were able to successfully compete on the basis of a strategy that is highly responsive to
the local environment. PowerPoint Presentation: Integration-Responsiveness Framework The
Integration-Responsiveness Framework summarizes two basic strategic needs: To integrate value chain
activities globally. As mentioned above, the characteristics of a business are made up by a number of
economic, techno- logical and competitive conditions that either translate into pressures for global integration
and coordi- nation or into pressures for local responsiveness. Doz, S. The organizational structure must resolve
how the working and reporting relationship between the headquarters and business subsidiaries in
international operations. Each will be elaborated on below. Marketing Marketing is considered as a decisive
function for breweries, as consumers can hardly taste differ- ences in beers of the same type. Issues like
working conditions, employee involvement, collective bargaining, the nature of employment relations, etc.
While consumers in the U. Pressures for local responsiveness Despite an overall ongoing homogenization of
customer demand over the last 50 to 60 years, differ- ences in customer needs and habits still persist to some
extent. Morrison, A. Local managers who are stripped of autonomy over their country operations may become
demoralized, and lose their entrepreneurial spirit. These subsidiaries are essentially clones of the home
operations, since the business model and its success recipe are simply copied and pasted abroad. Affirming to
this implicit understanding, some authors Morrisson and Roth, ; Yip, have argued that regional strategies
provide an optimum balance between globally standardized and locally adapted strategies see figure 3.
Introduction1 The integration-responsiveness framework is one of the most widely used frameworks to
explain the strategies and organizational settings of multinational corporations MNCs Ferreira, ; Rugman,  The
produc- tion of computer chips is often considered to follow this logic. Economic imperatives Political
imperatives Organizational imperatives Technological changes Home and host government Different
capacities of organ- Economies of scale Mini- restrictions e. The best strategy to cater with these mixed
demands is to build a dispersed, interdependent and specialized network of national units that provide
differentiated contributions to worldwide operations. Replication Model high standardization, low integration
4. They function independently and have little incentive to share knowledge and experiences with managers
elsewhere. The original integration-responsiveness framework, as well as some of the just mentioned
theoretical extensions, have been tested in empirical studies. One of the significant advantages of this
approach is the empowerment of overseas business units to become the powerhouse of specialized innovation.
The development of the framework was based on more than 20 in-depth case studies, each involving 20 to 50
interviews that were carried out by Prahalad and Doz in US, European and Japanese MNCs. Optimizing local
responsiveness and flexibility. The aforementioned begs for a good balance between centralization and
decentralization strategies. Cambridge University Press. Managing Across Borders. Figure 7: Industry
classification for the s according to Rall Source: adapted from Rall Overall, for the s, Rall assumes that most
industries need to be treated on a national basis and that only few mostly extractive industries are pressured to
integrate their business activities across borders. Meeting these requirements by a locally responsive strategy
is often a prerequisite for competitive strength or to be in business at all. Design and marketing on the other
hand are still largely done in California where Apple is headquartered. Visiting subsidiaries to instill corporate
values and priorities. Geppert, M. International Strategy also known as Home Replication Strategy 2. They
argued that typically businesses that need significant global integration of ac- tivities also require global
strategy coordination. Kobrin, S. This list has been expanded over time by various authors see figure 1
Pressures for global integration Pressures for global integration emerge when there are opportunities to reduce
costs.


